Other fine products for the FT-817:

Mini Paddle MP-817

- Small sized twin paddle “Made in Germany”
- Paddles can be retracted into the housing for perfect protection during transport
- Rugged housing (aluminum-extrusion profile), black powder coating
- Dimensions only 1 x 1 x 3 inches – perfect for travellers, backpackers and outdoor-QRP-fans!
- Lightweight: only 49 gr.
- Three separate adjustment screws allow individual adjusting possibilities of spring tension contact spacing and a hard or soft paddle stop
- Magnetic base “QuickMount” sticks firmly to FT-817
- Gold-plated contacts guarantee longevity and reliability.
- Connecting cable for the FT-817 and magnetic “Quick Mount” base plate supplied.

Code Cube

- Converts the Mini-Paddle into the world’s smallest full-featured electronic keyer – just plug it in!
- Keying speed is adjustable in a wide range via a handy thumbwheel. No longer going through the menu of the FT-817 to adjust the keying speed!
- Powered by the readily available, long lasting (200 mAh) CR2032 3V lithium cell
- Integrated sidetone oscillator drives the built-in piezo buzzer for code practicing purposes
- Two 80 character memories plus a separate call sign memory make it usable for most contest exchanges
- The “Tune” key allows easy keying of the FT-817 transmitter for antenna tuning purposes

See www.palm-radio.de for additional info, manual download and other products

Palm Portable Key (PPK)

- Equipped with a sturdy aluminium housing (black powder coating) which perfectly protects the key when locked in the transport position
- Unique way of adjusting the arm tension in six incremental steps: simply change the notch on the backside of the PPK
- Precise adjustment of contact spacing through supplied Allen key, always handy (stowed in the QuickMount base).
- 90 degree rotation (quarter turn) changes contact distance only 0.125mm (0.05”)

Caution:
- Do not use any other than the supplied screws on your FT-817
- Be careful not to over-tighten screws to the point of stripping!

Peg Leg Tilt Stand Kit for the Yaesu FT-817